If 20 years ago a neurologist had been asked whether the parietal cortex played an important part in episodic memory, the answer probably would have been negative. Such an answer would have been quite reasonable given that parietal lesions do not yield severe episodicmemory deficits, such as those that are associated with damage to the medial temporal lobe (MTL). During the past two decades, however, numerous studies using event-related potentials (ERPs) 1 , positron-emission tomography (PET) and functional MRI (fMRI) 2 have shown that the parietal cortex is one of the regions that is most frequently activated during episodic-memory retrieval. Thus, the contribution of parietal regions to episodic memory constitutes an intriguing scientific puzzle. Potential answers have begun to emerge only recently. First, the development of event-related fMRI methods has allowed imaging researchers to specify the types of memory processes that are associated with activations in different parietal subregions. Second, a few neuropsychological studies have demonstrated that parietal lesions do impair certain episodic-memory processes. Finally, memory researchers have started focusing on the contributions of the parietal cortex, and have proposed several hypotheses with clear, testable predictions. As a result, a new domain of cognitive-neuroscience research has emerged with a critical mass of empirical evidence and a set of testable hypotheses.
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, positron-emission tomography (PET) and functional MRI (fMRI) 2 have shown that the parietal cortex is one of the regions that is most frequently activated during episodic-memory retrieval. Thus, the contribution of parietal regions to episodic memory constitutes an intriguing scientific puzzle. Potential answers have begun to emerge only recently. First, the development of event-related fMRI methods has allowed imaging researchers to specify the types of memory processes that are associated with activations in different parietal subregions. Second, a few neuropsychological studies have demonstrated that parietal lesions do impair certain episodic-memory processes. Finally, memory researchers have started focusing on the contributions of the parietal cortex, and have proposed several hypotheses with clear, testable predictions. As a result, a new domain of cognitive-neuroscience research has emerged with a critical mass of empirical evidence and a set of testable hypotheses.
The goal of this Review is to provide a concise overview of this new domain of inquiry. The article is intended for the general neuroscience audience; more detailed reviews intended for memory experts can be found in other related publications 3, 4 . We begin by summarizing accepted ideas regarding the anatomy and function of the parietal cortex. This is followed by a review of recent findings from neuropsychology and neuroimaging studies that link parietal function to episodic retrieval. Next we review the potential explanations for these findings and discuss our attentionbased hypothesis. We end by considering several open questions about the contribution of the parietal lobe to episodic memory.
Anatomy and functions of the parietal cortex
The parietal cortex includes a strip posterior to the central sulcus that is specialized for somatosensory function (Brodmann areas (BAs) 1, 2, 3 and 5), as well as regions posterior to this strip that are known as the posterior parietal cortex. These posterior regions can be grossly divided into a medial and a lateral portion. The medial posterior parietal lobe consists primarily of the precuneus. The precuneus is sometimes considered together with posterior cingulate and retrosplenial regions, which are areas where lesions can produce amnesia [5] [6] [7] . However, posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortices are not parietal regions, and hence they are not discussed in this Review. The posterior parietal cortex can also be divided into the dorsal and ventral regions (usually known as the dorsal and ventral parietal cortex, respectively). The dorsal parietal cortex (DPC) includes the lateral cortex in the banks of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the superior parietal lobule, as well as the precuneus. The ventral parietal cortex (VPC) includes lateral cortices that lie ventral to the IPS, including the supramarginal gyrus and the angular gyrus (FIG. 1a) . The DPC roughly corresponds to the lateral and medial parts of BA7, whereas the VPC roughly corresponds to BAs 39 and 40 (typically called the inferior parietal lobe). As illustrated by FIG. 1b , the lateral parietal cortex has direct anatomical connections with many brain regions, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [8] [9] [10] [11] , the temporal cortex 12 and medial parietal 13, 14 regions. It also has reciprocal connections with entorhinal, parahippocampal and hippocampal regions of the MTL [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Analysing spontaneous fluctuations in the fMRI bold signal 22 revealed that the human hippocampal formation has strong functional connections with the VPC. As we discuss later, this evidence supports the idea that the VPC processes memory information in the same way that it processes sensory information.
Traditionally the lateral parietal cortex was thought not to support episodic memory, but rather to be implicated in attention to spatial information, movement planning and control, multisensory integration and working memory [23] [24] [25] [26] . Indeed, unilateral lesions in the inferior parietal cortex often result in hemispatial neglect [27] [28] [29] [30] . Patients with neglect fail to report or respond spontaneously to stimuli in the contralesional hemifield 30, 31 , but they can rely on top-down mechanisms to voluntarily direct attention or action towards locations in any region of space 32 . Bilateral parietal lobe damage can lead to partial or full-blown Balint's syndrome 33 , including simultanagnosia, the inability to perceive or attend to more than one visual object or location at a time. However, these lesions do not lead to amnesia.
Parietal lesions and episodic memory
Because patients with parietal lobe damage do not show retrograde or anterograde amnesia, few investigators have assessed memory in these patients. Thus, subtle episodic-memory deficits may have been overlooked. A recent study of the effects of parietal lobe damage on autobiographical memory and episodic memory supports this 34 . Patients with parietal lesions that were mostly in the VPC (FIG. 2a) , along with matched controls, were required to recollect various autobiographical memories. In the first phase, the participants freely recalled events from their lifetime in as much detail as possible. In a second phase, they answered specific questions about the recalled memories. The results showed that parietal lobe damage decreased the vividness and amount of detail freely recalled (similar results were obtained in patients with unilateral lesions 35 ). However, when patients were questioned for specific details pertaining to their memories, they performed normally 34 (FIG. 2b) . This memory deficit was not restricted to spatial aspects of memories. Rather, deficits generalized to perceptual, emotional and referential details. Because this task did not require encoding, the patients' impoverished performance is best characterized as a memory-retrieval deficit.
In another study, patients with left and right VPC lesions (FIG. 2c) and normal controls took part in a sourcememory test 35 . Participants heard pairs of stimuli, read by a female or a male voice. Later they were required to recall and recognize the item that had been associated with each stimulus, and to determine its source (male versus female voice). Last, for each recognized pair, participants had to judge whether recognition of the pair elicited recollection or familiarity. Recollection refers to a sense of reliving the encoding context vividly, whereas familiarity refers to a sense that the event happened in the past, but without any information as to the circumstances and context of its occurrence 36 . The results showed no impairment in cued recall, 
Event-related fMRI
A type of fMRI study in which neural activity during specific trial types is extracted and averaged to allow researchers to contrast trials associated with different behavioural responses, such as successful versus unsuccessful retrieval trials.
Hemispatial neglect
A lesion-induced neurological disorder that is characterized by impaired awareness of the contralesional side of the external world, one's own body and even internal representations.
Balint's syndrome
A neurological syndrome, caused by bilateral damage to the posterior parietal and lateral occipital cortices, that has three hallmark symptoms: simultanagnosia, optic ataxia and oculomotor apraxia.
Retrograde amnesia
The loss of or inability to remember information that was previously stored in longterm memory.
Anterograde amnesia
The inability to store new information in long-term memory.
Autobiographical memory
Memory for one's personal past, such as memory for one's birthday party.
Source memory
Memory for the context in which an item or event was previously encountered.
Item-recognition memory
Memory that allows us to decide whether an item (such as a word) was previously encountered.
recognition and source memory in patients with parietal damage (relative to the normal controls), indicating that the patients were objectively able to access some aspects of the encoding context. However, relative to the controls, patients were reluctant to classify their memories as having been recollected, suggesting that retrieval of contextual details did not trigger remembering states in these patients (FIG. 2d) . one patient, SM, commented that although she was able to objectively remember things in real life, she always lacked confidence in her memories, as if she did not know where they had come from. This evidence of impaired memory after parietal lobe damage must be tempered by several negative findings. In the study described above 35 , unilateral parietal lobe damage was found to have no effect on source memory. In a similar vein, source memory was assessed in a group of patients whose unilateral parietal lobe lesions overlapped with regions that were found to be activated by a source-memory task and stimuli in an fMRI study 37 . Again, the patients and controls had similar levels of source-memory accuracy. Preliminary evidence shows that this finding cannot be attributed to compensation from the intact parietal lobe, because patients with bilateral parietal lobe damage also exhibit intact source memory, regardless of whether they are tested with verbal or visual stimuli (I.R.o., unpublished observations). Also, patients with parietal lesions might describe some autobiographical memories as being recollected when they are allowed to select the memories by themselves. Even then, however, memories that are unique to the event are not as detailed as those of controls, suggesting that simple, subjective assessment of recollection might not be a sensitive enough measure when applied to complex and extended autobiographical events 35 . There is also evidence that parietal lobe dysfunction has no effect on item-recognition memory. one study found no impairment in recognition of words, pictures and sounds in patients with left parietal lesions, and only a slight deficit in picture recognition in patients with right parietal lesions, which may have been attributable to extra-parietal damage 38 . Likewise, another group reported that recognition memory was unaffected by 
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).
A technique in which a strong magnetic field is applied to the scalp to disrupt the function of a cortical area on the other side of the cranium. If ongoing cognitive performance is impaired, the affected cortical area can be assumed to be necessary for the task.
Mental imagery
The visualization of images 'in the mind's eye' in the absence of a stimulus.
Hits
Correctly recognized old items in a recognition-memory test.
Correct rejections
Correctly recognized new items in a recognition-memory test.
Signal-detection models of recognition memory
Models that assume that items in a recognition-memory test vary in memory strength (the degree of certainty that the items were previously encountered). Although memory strength is on average greater for old items than for new items, the two distributions overlap. When memory strength exceeds a certain criterion the item is classified as old; otherwise it is classified as new.
temporary disruption of the intraparietal sulcus by application of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to this region during memory retrieval 39 . In summary, a review of the available data indicates that parietal lobe damage in some instances causes episodic-memory impairments. It should be noted that there have only been a small number of studies on this topic and that future research might bring different evidence to bear on it. The deficits are most apparent when there is poor retrieval support. Thus, when patients with parietal lobe damage try to remember complex events, the events' contextual details do not spring to mind automatically 34 and do not trigger vivid remembering states 35 . In tasks with better retrieval support, however, performance is normal: if appropriately questioned, patients can access item information 35,38 , source information 35,37 and even multiple contextual features of complex events normally 34 . It is tempting to conclude that the observed deficits point to a general problem in top-down control. Indeed, memory deficits in patients with frontal-lobe damage have been described in a similar vein, explaining these patients' proclivity to false-alarm and to insert non-stimulus materials into recollected memories. However, neither of these problems is evident in patients with damage to the posterior parietal cortex 34 , suggesting that an alternative hypothesis must be sought.
Parietal activations during episodic retrieval
As noted above, the parietal cortex is one of the regions that is most frequently activated during episodic-memory retrieval 2 . The prominence of these activations was noted first in ERP studies 1 and then in early PET studies [40] [41] [42] , but theoretical debates focused more on the role of the precuneus in mental imagery 43, 44 than on the contributions of lateral parietal regions, which were considered mainly in relation to contextual memory for spatial 45 and temporal 46 information. Interest in the contributions of lateral parietal regions grew rapidly with the publication of the first crop of event-related fMRI studies of recognition memory, which typically compared neural activity for hits versus that for correct rejections [47] [48] [49] . The resulting 'retrieval-success' activations were frequently found in the lateral parietal cortex (FIG. 3a) . Retrieval-success activations fit well with the results of ERP studies of recognition memory, which typically find that, compared with correct rejections, hits are associated with positive potentials over parietal scalp regions approximately 300-600 ms post-stimulus 1 . Interestingly, as recognition performance increases, retrieval-success activations in the left parietal cortex tend to become more ventral (FIG. 3b) . In addition to retrieval-success activations, event-related fMRI studies identified several other activation patterns in the parietal cortex. For example, a group of studies found that certain parietal regions showed 'recollection-related' activations -that is, greater activity for recollection than for familiarity 50, 51 . Although retrieval-success and recollection-related activation patterns (FIG. 3c) suggest that parietal regions are directly involved in the recovery of episodic information, other activation patterns challenge this idea. First, a group of studies found that certain parietal regions showed a pattern that is known as 'perceived oldness' (FIG. 3c) , whereby activity is greater for items that are classified as 'old' than for items that are classified as 'new' , regardless of whether these responses are correct or incorrect 52, 53 . This pattern suggests that parietal activity reflects a judgement that an item is old, rather than the actual recovery of accurate information about the item. Second, another group of studies reported parietal activations showing a pattern that is known as 'recollective orienting' (FIG. 3c) , whereby parietal activity is greater for source-memory tasks (that is, those that ask 'where, when and how?') than for item-memory tasks (those that ask 'what?'), independent of the accuracy of the responses [54] [55] [56] . This finding suggests that parietal activity reflects the attempt to recollect information, rather than recollection per se. These patterns challenge the idea that parietal regions are involved in retrieval success and recollection.
the parietal cortex and memory hypotheses Three different hypotheses were proposed to account for the different parietal activation patterns that were observed in the neuroimaging studies 57 . As illustrated in TABLe 1, each of these hypotheses can account for some but not all of the available functional-neuroimaging evidence. The output-buffer hypothesis 57 postulates that parietal regions contribute to holding retrieved information in a form that is accessible to decision-making processes, similar to the working-memory buffers that were proposed by Baddeley 58 . In other words, parietal regions are assumed to help hold the qualitative content of retrieved information (such as mental images). The strongest support for this hypothesis is provided by the recollection-related activations, because the retrieval of qualitative content is, by definition, greater for recollection than for familiarity. However, the output-buffer hypothesis cannot easily explain the perceived-oldness and recollective-orienting patterns, as one would expect that activity that is associated with the recovery of memory contents should be greater for correct than for incorrect trials.
The mnemonic-accumulator hypothesis 57 posits that parietal regions do not help to hold actual memories but instead temporally integrate a memory-strength signal to summarize information coming from other brain regions. Depending on whether the accumulated signal is above or below a criterion, 'old' or 'new' recognition judgements are made, as described by signal-detection models of recognition memory 57 . The strongest support for the mnemonic-accumulator hypothesis is provided by perceived-oldness activations, because the accumulation of an oldness signal would lead to an 'old' response, regardless of the accuracy of the signal. This hypothesis can account for recollection-related activations under the assumption that recollected items are perceived as being older than familiar items. However, this hypothesis cannot easily account for the recollective-orienting pattern of findings, which shows that parietal activations can be associated with the intentions of the rememberer rather than with the type of memory decision. Finally, the attention to internal representation hypothesis 57 states that parietal regions shift attention to, or maintain attention on, internally generated mnemonic representations. The strongest support for this hypothesis is provided by recollective-orienting activations, which suggests that parietal regions track the intention to remember (that is, they direct voluntary attention to memory contents). However, voluntary attention cannot explain retrieval-success, recollection-related and perceived-oldness activations, because the attempt to remember information is constant across the different conditions that are compared in these studies.
Although several authors have suggested that dorsal and ventral parietal regions have distinct roles in episodic retrieval 57, [59] [60] [61] , none of the three hypotheses makes an explicit distinction between these regions. We believe that this distinction is crucial if we are to understand the contribution of the parietal lobes to episodic memory. (table) ). This finding is consistent with the attention to memory (AtoM) model. c | Simulated data that illustrate retrieval activation patterns. Retrieval-success activity in the parietal cortex is defined as greater activity for hits than for CRs. Recollection-related activity is defined as greater activity for trials associated with recollection than for trials associated with familiarity (for example, greater activity for 'remember' than for 'know' trials in the remember-know paradigm
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). Perceived oldness is defined as greater activity for items classified as 'old' than for items classified as 'new', regardless of whether these responses are correct or incorrect 52, 53 . Recollection orienting is defined as greater activity for source-memory tasks than for item-memory tasks, independent of the accuracy of the responses [54] [55] [56] .
Top-down attention
Attention that is guided by goals.
Bottom-up attention
This term is usually used to describe attention that is guided by incoming sensory information. According to the AtoM model, attention can be driven by incoming information regardless of whether the information comes from the senses or from memory.
Visual search paradigm
An attention task that requires participants to find a target (such as the letter F) hidden among distractors (such as many instances of the letter e).
A functional dissociation between these regions was observed in studies that compared recollection with familiarity. For example, VPC activity was found to be greater for items that participants classified as recollected than for items that they classified as familiar, whereas DPC activity showed the opposite pattern 60 (FIG. 4a) . In this study the recollection-related VPC activation was in the supramarginal gyrus, but in other studies these activations extend posteriorly towards the angular gyrus 62 and anteriorly towards the temporoparietal junction 61 . Another kind of ventral-dorsal dissociation was found in studies that compared high-and low-confidence recognition responses 63, 64 . For instance, VPC activity was reported to be greater for high-than for low-confidence hits, whereas the converse was true for DPC activity 63 (FIG. 4b) .
To investigate the consistency of these dissociations, we can compare, across studies, recollection-associated activations with familiarity-associated activations, and activations that are associated with high-confidence decisions with those that are associated with lowconfidence decisions. As illustrated by FIG. 4c , with a few exceptions, familiarity and low-confidence activations tend to be more frequent in the DPC (BA 7), whereas recollection and high-confidence activations tend to more frequent in the VPC (BAs 39 and 40) . The former activations occur mainly in or above the IPS, whereas the latter occur mainly in the angular and supramarginal gyri that extend into the temporoparietal junction. These data converge with the results of other meta-analyses 59, 65 in supporting the idea that the DPC and the VPC have different roles in episodic-memory retrieval. However, to clarify the specific contribution of these two regions to episodic retrieval, one must identify a cognitive process that is shared by familiarity and low-confidence recognition and one that is shared by recollection and high-confidence recognition. To identify these processes, it helps to take a brief detour outside the episodic-memory domain and consider the role of parietal regions in attention.
Parietal cortex and attention
As noted above, attention is one of the cognitive functions that is traditionally associated with posterior parietal regions 26 . Several of the cognitive deficits that are associated with parietal lobe lesions, including neglect and simultanagnosia, can be described as attention deficits. Recent evidence suggests that the DPC and the VPC have different roles in attention. A recent attention model proposes that the DPC together with dorsal frontal regions is associated with top-down attention, whereas the VPC together with ventral frontal regions is associated with bottom-up attention 23 . The dorsal attention system is involved in "preparing and applying goaldirected selection for stimuli and responses", whereas the ventral attention system is involved in the "detection of behaviourally relevant stimuli, particularly when they are salient and unexpected" (ReF. 23) .
The notion that the DPC and the VPC have different roles in attention is supported by functional-neuroimaging and lesion evidence 23 . For example, one fMRI study that used a visual search paradigm found that DPC activity began as soon as the search instructions were given and continued throughout the search period, whereas VPC activity was greater than DPC activity when the target was detected 66 . Thus, DPC activity mediates preparatory top-down attention, whereas VPC activity is associated with the capture of bottom-up attention by behaviourally relevant stimuli. Activity that is associated with bottom-up attention can also be captured using unexpected (spatial and non-spatial) stimuli [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . When a relevant stimulus that was out of the current attentional focus appears, the VPC sends a 'circuit breaker' signal to the DPC, which shifts attention to the previously unattended stimulus 73 . The right VPC is also the most frequent location of lesions that cause neglect, which can be described as a deficit in bottom-up attention: patients with neglect can voluntarily direct attention to the contralesional side and can use cognitive cues to anchor attention to the left visual space, but they have a deficit in detecting stimuli that are outside the focus of ongoing processing 23 .
Parietal cortex, attention and episodic memory
Could the distribution of episodic-retrieval activations in FIG. 4c be associated with the allocation of top-down and bottom-up attention to memory by the DPC and the , the ventral parietal cortex (VPC) showed greater activity for remember than for know trials, whereas the dorsal parietal cortex (DPC) showed the opposite pattern. b | In an fMRI study of confidence during recognition memory 63 , the VPC showed greater activity for high-than for low-confidence hits, whereas the DPC showed the opposite pattern. c | A meta-analysis of parietal activity during episodic retrieval. The images plot the peaks of activations in two kinds of event-related fMRI studies (for a list of studies and coordinates, see Supplementary information S3 (table) and S4 (table)) . A first group of peaks (red and dark blue dots) is from studies that identified activity related to recollection or familiarity by using the remember-know paradigm, by distinguishing successful from unsuccessful source-memory retrieval, or by comparing the retrieval of items encoded under deep versus shallow study tasks 48, 49, 51, 58, 59, 96, [100] [101] [102] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] . A second group of peaks (yellow and pale blue dots) is from studies that investigated recognition confidence 61, 62, 81, 119 . In general, recollection and high-confidence recognition were associated with VPC activations, whereas familiarity and low-confidence recognition were associated with DPC activations. Part a modified, with permission, from VPC, respectively? The main problem with this theory seems to be that bottom-up attention is typically defined as attention that is driven by sensory stimuli (that is, 'exogenous attention'), whereas memory retrieval is primarily concerned with internally generated information. However, if one defines bottom-up attention as attention that is driven by incoming information from any source, then it is clear that bottom-up attention has an important role in episodic memory. The most obvious example of bottom-up attention that is driven by episodic memory is involuntary remembering, as in the case of the Proustian character who experienced an outpouring of autobiographical memories after tasting a tea-soaked madeleine. However, the phenomenon of memory-guided bottom-up attention is not limited to involuntary personal memories: it occurs whenever an interesting memory enters consciousness and takes over attentional resources. Thus, extending the distinction between top-down and bottom-up attention to the episodic-memory domain, we propose that the DPC is associated with the allocation of attentional resources to memory retrieval according to the goals of the rememberer (top-down attention), whereas the VPC is associated with the capture of attentional resources by relevant memory cues and/or recovered memories (bottom-up attention) 3, 4 . We call this idea the attention to memory (AtoM) model. According to this model, DPC activity maintains retrieval goals, which modulate memory-related activity in the MTL, whereas VPC activity, like a circuit breaker, signals the need for a change in the locus of attention following the detection of relevant memories that have been retrieved by the MTL. Relevant memories include not only the realization that an event is old, but also the certainty than an event is new (see Box 1) . Because VPC activity reflects the attentional adjustments that are triggered by the products of ongoing MTL activity, it fluctuates continuously over time, as illustrated by FIG. 5. According to the AtoM model, the VPC detects relevant information generated by the MTL but does not hold or accumulate this information (as the output-buffer and mnemonic-accumulator hypotheses propose).
Box 1 | Ventral parietal cortex: bottom-up attention or episodic buffer?
A recent version of the outputbuffer hypothesis proposes that the ventral parietal cortex (VPC) is the site of the 'episodic buffer' (ReF. 59 ), a component of Baddeley's working-memory model 84 that is specialized for maintaining integrated multimodal information. Both this hypothesis and the attention to memory (AtoM) model can explain why VPC activity during episodic retrieval tends to increase as a function of recollection and confidence. According to the episodicbuffer hypothesis, recollected and high-confidence trials involve the retrieval of greater amounts of integrated multimodal information, which must be maintained by the episodic buffer. According to the AtoM model, these trials are more likely to capture bottom-up attentional resources and enter consciousness. Both hypotheses can account equally well for the evidence that VPC lesions impair recollection 35 . However, the episodic-buffer model cannot explain why VPC lesions impair spontaneous but not prompted autobiographical recall 34 or source memory 35, 37 . If the VPC is the site of the episodic buffer, one would expect that VPC damage should impair episodic memory in all conditions.
The AtoM model can also explain the finding that VPC activity shows greater activity for both 'definitely old' and 'definitely new' items than it does for low-confidence recognition responses, as shown in the figure. To account for these findings, the episodic-buffer hypothesis would need to postulate a recall-to-reject strategy, in which the correct item is first recalled and then compared with the incorrect target 61 . Such a strategy is unlikely during item recognition 85 . By contrast, the AtoM model can accommodate strong VPC responses to both definitely new and definitely old trials, because these are the trials that are most relevant to the test and, hence, that are most likely to capture bottom-up 
MTL
The AtoM model therefore proposes that the roles of the DPC and the VPC in episodic retrieval are largely the same as their respective roles in attention. Bottom-up capture of attention by memory occurs when information that is relevant to the current task is retrieved. on the other hand, top-down attention to memory is necessary when the memory decision is effortful (see 'indirect retrieval' in Box 2) and therefore attention-demanding pre-and post-retrieval processing is needed to emit the memory judgement. Thus, the AtoM model can explain why the VPC and the DPC are differentially involved in high-and low-confidence recognition as well as recollection and familiarity (FIG. 4) . High-confidence hits tend to occur when lots of information is rapidly retrieved from memory; this is likely to capture attention bottom-up and engage the VPC. By contrast, low-confidence hits tend to occur when recovery is poor and thus an effortful memory search and top-down attention processes that engage the DPC are required. Similar ideas explain the differential involvement of the VPC and the DPC in recollection and familiarity. Recollection involves the spontaneous retrieval of episodic details, which capture bottom-up attentional resources and engage the VPC, whereas familiarity involves more difficult decisions that are more dependent on top-down control and DPC functions. given that recollection increases with accuracy, the AtoM model is also consistent with the data in FIG. 3b . The AtoM model can also explain why a study that directly compared an episodic-retrieval task with a top-down attention task found overlaps in the DPC but not in the VPC 74 . Top-down attention and bottom-up attention are two separate dimensions, rather than the different endpoints of a single dimension. As illustrated by the phenomenon of involuntary memory, memory detection can occur independently of whether it was preceded by the deployment of top-down attention to memory. Conversely, top-down attention to memory can be triggered even after memory detection has happened, if the retrieved memory does not satisfy some criteria. Thus, even if in some situations increased top-down attention seems to be correlated with decreased bottom-up attention (for example, in lowconfidence hits), or vice versa, top-down and bottom-up attention to memory are independent processes.
The AtoM model predicts that top-down and bottom-up attention processing interact closely during episodic retrieval (FIG. 5) , just as they do during perception. In a typical retrieval situation, the intention to remember (for example thinking: Where did I park the car?) initiates a memory search that is guided by topdown attentional processes that are mediated by the DPC, and the recovered memories (such as an image of the car in the north end of the parking lot) grab bottomup attentional resources that are mediated by the VPC. However, because of their close interaction, the distinction between the attentional functions of the DPC and those of the VPC is graded rather than sharp. First, because the VPC responds only to relevant stimuli, it is indirectly sensitive to the behavioural goals that determine the relevancy of stimuli. fMRI studies of attention have shown that the VPC does not respond to all salient stimuli, but only to those that share modality 68 or other perceptual features 75 with the target. Likewise, while they are searching memory for a parking location, VPCmediated bottom-up attentional resources are more likely to be captured by spatial images than by memories of words or sounds. Second, because the goals that are processed by the DPC are constantly updated, the DPC is indirectly sensitive to target detection. fMRI studies of attention have shown that DPC activity starts while the target is being searched for but falls off soon after the target is detected 76 . In the case of memory, one would also expect that success or failure in detecting the target leads to a change in the goals that are being processed by the DPC. Thus, because the DPC and the VPC interact closely, one is more likely to find graded differences than sharp dissociations between the contributions of these regions to episodic retrieval.
Because the AtoM model postulates that the role of the parietal cortex in episodic memory is related to attention, it can explain why inferior-parietal lesions do not yield dramatic episodic-memory deficits but, instead, produce subtle effects under certain conditions. In general, attention enhances cognitive processes but is not essential for them: when attention fails, cognitive operations are weakened but they are not completely By contrast, activity in the dorsal parietal cortex (DPC) reflects top-down attentional processes that are guided by retrieval goals. For example, an earlier segment of the incoming signal might be more relevant to behavioural goals than a later segment. The DPC and the VPC interact closely: the goals that are maintained by the DPC define which targets are relevant, and the targets that are detected by the VPC can alter or change behavioural goals. The attentional processes that the VPC and the DPC contribute to episodic retrieval are the same attentional processes that these regions contribute to perception (for example, visual attention (dashed arrows)). 
Memory neglect
A hypothetical syndrome in which sufferers have a deficient ability to spontaneously detect details in retrieved memories (impaired bottom-up attention) but a preserved ability to search and find these details when guided by specific goals (spared top-down attention).
Memory simultanagnosia
A hypothetical syndrome associated with a difficulty in retrieving multiple details of memory simultaneously.
obliterated. In the case of vision, for example, attention deficits can produce neglect but they do not normally lead to blindness 32 . For the same reason, the effect of attention deficits on episodic memory should not be expected to yield amnesia. Thus, the AtoM model can explain why parietal lesions do not yield reliable deficits in episodic-retrieval tests that provide specific probes about to-be-remembered stimuli [37] [38] [39] . By contrast, significant episodic-retrieval deficits are more likely to occur in open-ended tasks, such as spontaneous recall of autobiographical events 34 or the introspective evaluation of recovered memories 35 . Currently, the number of studies on the effects of parietal lesions is too small to reach definite conclusions.
If the contributions of parietal regions to episodic retrieval are attributed to their role in attention, then the effects of parietal damage on episodic memory should resemble the neglect syndrome. This hypothetical syndrome could be called memory neglect 3 . The characteristics of memory neglect can be inferred from the characteristics of visual neglect, with the exception of differences between left and right hemi-space, which are not part of our memory-neglect concept. Patients with visual neglect typically have VPC damage and show a deficit in bottom-up attention: they have a deficit in detecting stimuli spontaneously but can voluntarily direct attention to stimuli in the neglected hemifield 23 . By analogy, the AtoM model predicts that VPC lesions should yield a memory-neglect deficit whereby patients cannot spontaneously report relevant details in retrieved memories (bottom-up attention) but can access these details if guided by specific questions (top-down attention). This is exactly what was found 34 : patients who had mostly VPC damage were impaired in spontaneous autobiographical recall but were normal when asked specific questions about their memories (FIG. 2b) . In other words, the patients' memories are intact but they do not capture bottom-up attention by themselves. This idea can also explain how patients with VPC damage have preserved source memory and yet recollection deficits 35 (FIG. 2d): contextual details of encoding are available to patients but do not appear spontaneously at retrieval and therefore cannot inform remember decisions. An alternative interpretation of these findings is that patients with VPC damage have difficulty in retrieving multiple details of memory simultaneously, a deficit that could be termed memory simultanagnosia. This can explain why parietal lesions sometimes do not impair episodic retrieval in tasks that focus participants' attention on a single dimension of the stimuli 34, 37 . Distinguishing between memory neglect and memory simultanagnosia will require specifically designed studies, but both ideas are consistent with the AtoM model because both assume that the essential mnemonic deficit after VPC damage is in bottom-up attention to internal representations.
open questions
Although the available evidence supports the idea that the contributions of parietal regions to episodic retrieval can be explained by the distinction between top-down and bottom-up attentional processes, there are many open questions for future research. one group of questions involves left-right and anterior-posterior distribution of activation in episodic-retrieval and attention fMRI studies. VPC activations related to bottom-up attention tend to be stronger in the left hemisphere in episodicretrieval studies 59 , but stronger in the right hemisphere in perceptual-attention studies 23 . This is not a serious problem for the AtoM model because perceptualattention studies often find bilateral VPC activations [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Because episodic-retrieval studies tend to use meaningful verbal stimuli, whereas attention studies tend to use meaningless perceptual materials, it is possible that lateralization differences reflect differences in stimuli 77 rather than in processes. Regarding anterior-posterior distribution, VPC activations in episodic-retrieval studies often extend posteriorly towards the angular gyrus 59 , whereas in perceptual-attention studies they often extend anteriorly and ventrally towards the superior temporal gyrus (that is, the temporoparietal junction) 23 . However, there are several examples of episodic-retrieval activations in the anterior VPC 50, 61 and attention activations in the posterior VPC 66, 78, 79 , and the two distributions show substantial overlap in the supramarginal gyrus. Thus, further research on the localization of parietal activations during episodic-retrieval and perceptual-attention tasks is warranted.
Another open question is the relation between parietal and frontal regions. According to the model of attentional systems described above 23 , the top-down attention system involves not only the DPC but also dorsal frontal regions, and the bottom-up attention
Box 2 | Attention and direct versus indirect episodic retrieval
It might be surprising to learn that distraction has a much less detrimental effect on memory retrieval than it does on encoding. To understand this finding, it is necessary to distinguish between direct and indirect retrieval 86, 87 . During direct retrieval, a cue interacts automatically with information that is stored in memory. Direct retrieval is mediated by the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and requires few attentional resources. By contrast, during indirect retrieval the target memory is not automatically elicited by the cue: it has to be recovered through a strategic search process. Indirect retrieval is mediated by the prefrontal cortex and is attentionally demanding. Accordingly, indirect retrieval is impaired by the performance of a concurrent task [88] [89] [90] , whereas direct retrieval is not. Nevertheless, direct retrieval does inflict costs on the distracting task 91, 92 , suggesting that, even when it is mandatory, episodic-memory retrieval usurps attentional resources from ongoing processes.
According to the attention to memory (AtoM) model, indirect retrieval depends on top-down attention mediated by the dorsal parietal cortex (DPC), which is connected to prefrontal cortex regions that control attention and strategic retrieval 93 . Consequently, directing attention away from the memory task will impair the neural mechanisms that are needed for strategic retrieval. By contrast, direct retrieval depends on bottom-up attention processes mediated by the ventral parietal cortex (VPC), which has strong links to the MTL 22 . Judging from the behavioural results, the MTL seems to have privileged access to the VPC, such that attention is directed away from salient events in the environment during direct retrieval. Why that should be the case is not known. Perhaps once a retrieval mode is entered, the system is set so that the VPC is biased to favour information from the MTL instead of information from posterior neocortical structures involved in perception. Alternatively, it might be that the brain is organized so that connections from the MTL to the VPC are stronger than connections from perceptual structures to the VPC, and thus that they always compete effectively against them. Resolution of these issues awaits results from behavioural, neuroimaging and lesion studies.
system involves not only the VPC but also ventral frontal regions. Could this also be the case for episodic retrieval? It is not difficult to find examples supporting this idea. In the data shown in FIG. 4b , dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity was greater for low-than for high-confidence recognition hits 63 . The involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in low-confidence recognition has also been found in other fMRI studies 80, 81 . Although the model of attentional systems links top-down attention to the frontal eye fields, rather than to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, it is possible that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex plays a more important part for non-spatial stimuli. Turning to bottom-up attention, several fMRI studies have reported activations in ventrolateral prefrontal cortex regions as a function of the amount of information recovered from episodic and semantic memory 82, 83 . As should be apparent, the literature on prefrontal cortex activity during episodic retrieval is large and complex, and reviewing it is beyond the scope of this article. A reasonable conclusion at this point is that it is not implausible that the AtoM model could be extended to include frontal regions.
summary
The posterior parietal cortex has long been known to be crucial for attention during perception and mental representation of location, but it was rarely, if ever, implicated in memory retrieval. The advent of functional neuroimaging, however, showed clearly that the posterior parietal cortex is often activated during memory retrieval. In this paper we have reviewed this evidence and argued that the pattern of parietal activation that is observed during memory retrieval parallels its role in directing attention during perception. Just as the superior parietal cortex is involved in the voluntary allocation of attention during perception, so it is also associated with top-down (voluntary) processes that support retrieval search, monitoring and verification. By contrast, the inferior parietal cortex is activated when the output of such processes leads to a clear, unambiguous outcome, as occurs in recollection. This is similar to the inferior-parietal activation that is associated with the exogenous capture of attention by a salient stimulus in perception. The findings in the few studies that have been carried out on memory retrieval in people with parietal lobe lesions are consistent with these observations. on this basis, we have proposed a dualprocess model of attention to memory (AtoM), assigning different roles to the superior and inferior parietal cortex. other models have also been proposed; each, including our own, has limitations. The emergence of these models will stimulate investigation and lead not only to a better understanding of how attention and memory interact, but also, it is hoped, to a unified theory of attention that is applicable to all domains.
